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Solar home kit.1-2 KW size.
These are a special kit for 
medium sized solar energy 
kit homes with 2-3 rooms 
and a family living here. This 
is optimised to give best 
function in areas where 
clouds are common and 
sunshine is not always 
perfect. The kit is complete 
for off grid operation for 
many years with no troubles.
The solar kit handle the 

lamps in building + fridge + TV 
and several mobile phone chargers for the family members.
Features of solar home kits.
* 3 sizes with 1 + 1.5 + 2 KW solar panel power with special 
* Complete kit with all electronics + solar panel + energy storage by a high quality battery
* Special high efficiency CIGS panels with best performance when very hot climate and when cloudy
* Battery system with long life in hot climate based on Li-Fe-PO cells
* High quality charger and inverter with world wide service 

organisation
Solar panels We use the new generation Cadmium free 
CIGS panels and have 340W large panels as this is fewer 
components + cables and is more reliable. These panels are 
normally better than other panels as they have very good output in 
twilight and cloudy days + shadows that always set limits of a 
home solar system. They are also best when very hot and are a 2 
glass laminated design that add life time and rugged operation for 
many years extra.
* Dimensions 1900x1240x40 mm with alumni frame
* 25 years warranty and 30-40 years expiated life time
* CIGS Cadmium free design 
* MC4 standard connects with 11.1 meter long cables
* Weight 33.4 Kg  + including lightning transient protection
* Including mounting roof lamps for corrugated steel roofs
Battery / energy storage This is a costly part and it have shortest 
life time. Temperature is a key for life time and when over 25C when 
charged lead cells are not perfect due to rapid ageing. Then we use Li-
Fe-PO battery with BMS controller to get 10 + years life time in tropical 
areas. We use 24 volt system and not 12 volt to reduce losses.
* Lithium Iron phosphate cells with BMS system
* Expected 10 + years life cycle
* Long life time at up to 50C in temperature
* Deep cycle to 90% depth is possible
* 24 volt system voltage
* Cable kit included with MC 4 connectors + switch and main fuse
* MPPT charger system for best efficiency charging
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Inverter for main voltage 120 / 230 volt 
operation This is a very high quality system 
for many years operation with no problems. Local 
service agents world vide. We have 3 standard 
sizes depending of size of system. It is no 
problem to add extra capacity.

Energy output in Choco area Colombia.
1 KW system gives between 1.5-2 KWH / day in 
average as area is cloudy and rainy. Days and 
weeks differs so some extra margins are 
needed in solar panels + energy storage.
1.5 KWH adds 50 % and 2 KW 100 % more / 
day. If compared to sunny areas the output here 
is 50% less as area is very cloudy.
Ageing of solar panels is about 1 % / year  and 
warranty 25 years. Battery also age by time and 
we calculate 70% or more after 10 years 
service life.

System configuration of kits 1 KW 1.5 KW 2 KW
Solar panels CIGS 340 W model 3 pcs 5 pcs 6 pcs
Roof clamps for corrugated roofs 12 pcs 20 pcs 24 pcs
Junction set for panels with 10 meter cable to house 1 set 1 set 1 set
MPPT Charger Victron brand 35A 45A 60A
Fuse, switch and battery cable set 1 set 1 set 1 set
Lightning surge protection 1 pcs 1 pcs 1 pcs
Operation voltage 24 volt 24 volt 24volt
Energy storage Li-Fe-Po kit with BMS system 2x40AH 12V 1x100AH 24V 1x200AH 24V
Inverter system 800W 1200W 3000W
Options and installation site.
All installations demands smart use of how power is used.  Here we give some ideas about what is best.
* Led lamps are preferred and here we say better efficiency led lamps as they differ a lot. 120 Lumen / W or 

better helps and then we have plenty of light with low power 
consumption.

* Fridge/ cooler is also a sensitive part and we recommend 3 stars 
minimum classification. Differences are large so cheap can be costly.

* TV flat screen models also differs and the ned LED based sets are far 
better than old fluorescent back lit designs in power consumption.

Sunnytek can 
deliver these 
options on demand !
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